Incremental Attribute Learning (IAL) is a feasible approach for solving high-dimensional pattern recognition problems. It gradually trains features one by one. Previous research indicated that supervised machine learning with input attribute ordering can improve classification results. Moreover, input space partitioning can also effectively reduce the interference among features. This study proposed IAL based on Grouped Feature Ordering, which fused feature partitioning with feature ordering. The experimental results show that this approach is not only applicable for pattern classification improvement, but also efficient to reduce interference among features.
Introduction
High-dimensional problems are typically cursed with dimensional disasters in problem solving. To solve these problems, some dimensional reduction strategies like feature selection and feature extraction have been presented 1, 2 . However, these methods are invalid when the problem has a large number of features and all the features are significant. Thus feature reduction is not the ultimate solution to high dimensional problems.
A useful strategy for solving high-dimensional problems is "divide-and-conquer", where a complex problem is firstly separated into some smaller modules by features. These modules will be integrated after they have been tackled independently. A representative of such methods is Incremental Attribute Learning (IAL), which incrementally trains pattern features in one or more size. It has been shown as an applicable approach for solving machine learning problems in regression and classification using Genetic Algorithm (GA) 3, 4 , Neural Network (NN) 5, 6 , Support Vector Machine (SVM) 7 , Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) 8 , Decision Tree 9 , and so on. These previous studies also showed that IAL can exhibit better performance than conventional methods which often train all pattern features in one batch. IAL can outperform conventional methods, because IAL can reduce the interference brought by different input features 10 . If features are trained together by conventional methods in one batch, the interference between each other cannot be erased.
There are two different ways to reduce interference in IAL. One is Feature Ordering 6, [11] [12] [13] , and the other is Feature Partition 10, 14, 15 . In previous studies, these two methods have been successively and independently verified as useful IAL preprocessing methods for final result improvement. However, what kind of influence will be brought by the integration of feature ordering and partition is still unknown. In previous research, few studies have been implemented to employ Feature Ordering and Feature Partition together in IAL. Thus in this study, it is very important to investigate whether they are applicable to improve the final classification performance.
In this paper, a new feature preprocessing method for IAL called as Grouped Feature Ordering is presented based on Accumulative Discriminability (AD), a metric for feature's discriminative ability calculation. This approach combines feature ordering and partition. Based on the grouped features partitioned and sorted by this approach, all the data will be trained by IAL algorithms. As a neural network algorithm of IAL, incremental neural network training with an increasing input dimension (ITID) 6 is employed to test the applicability and accuracy of this new approach. Literature review and background knowledge of IAL and its preprocessing will be introduced in Section 2. Section 3 will introduce Grouped Feature Ordering including its working model. Benchmarks with datasets from UCI will be tested out in Section 4 followed by some experimental result analysis, and conclusions will be drawn in the last section. 20 . In addition, successful research on incremental SVM extended IAL to a wider application field 7 . All of these previous IAL studies showed that IAL can indeed improve the performance of pattern recognition. These studies denoted that different feature orderings can produce different pattern recognition results. Feature Ordering is a unique preprocessing step of IAL.
Literature Review and Previous

Neural IAL
In previous studies, ITID plays an important role in the training of neural IAL. It is applicable for both classification and regression. When ITID is employed, it divides the whole input space into several sub dimensions, each of which corresponds to an input feature. Instead of learning input features altogether as an input vector in a training instance, ITID learns input features one after another through their corresponding sub-networks, and the structure of NN gradually grows with an increasing input dimension based on ILIA 5 .
During training, information obtained by a new subnetwork is merged together with the information obtained by the old network. Such architecture is based on ILIA1. After training, if the outputs of NN are collapsed with an additional network sitting on the top where links to the collapsed output units and all the input units are built to collect more information from the inputs, this results in ILIA2 as shown in Fig. 1 . Finally, a pruning technique is adopted to find out the appropriate network architecture. With less internal interference among input features, ITID achieves higher generalization accuracy than conventional methods 6 . Fig. 1 . The network structure of ITID
IAL Feature Ordering
Due to the fact that IAL incrementally imports features into systems, it is necessary to know which features should be introduced earlier. Thus feature ordering should be implemented as an independent preprocess apart from conventional preprocessing tasks like feature selection and feature extraction 21 . Feature Ordering aims to sort features based on feature's discriminative ability, so that when IAL is employed, features can be imported according to the ordering. Previous studies discovered that feature ordering relies on feature's discriminative ability. There are two approaches of feature ordering: contribution-based feature ranking 6, 11, 12 and metricbased feature ranking [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . Both approaches can exhibit better performance than the conventional batch-training approach.
More specially, contribution-based methods focus on estimating each feature's individual contribution, where discriminative ability of each feature is calculated by some predictive algorithms like NN 6, 11, 12 and GA 4 . However, such an approach is time-consuming. In another hand, metric-based methods predict each feature's discriminative ability by some measurement such as mRMR 25 and correlations 22 . Comparing with contribution-based methods, metric-based methods are more efficient.
In previous research, several metrics for feature ordering have been discovered, such as mRMR 25, 27 , Entropy 23 , Single Discriminability (SD) 21 , Evolving Linear Discriminant 24 and Fisher Score 26 . Furthermore, based on the accumulative feature discrimination ability, the Evolving Linear Discriminant exhibits the most stable performance.
Maximum Mean Discriminative Criterion
Maximum Mean Discriminative Criterion (MMDC) 24 is very useful to judge whether an IAL feature ordering is optimum or not. According to this criterion, an optimum feature ordering should have the greatest feature discrimination ability all the time when features are successively imported into IAL training system. Namely, when the feature space is growing along with the import of new features, pattern distribution in this growing feature space should always have the greatest discrimination ability. For this purpose, AD was developed based on some single feature discrimination ability metrics, like mRMR 25, 27 , Entropy 23 , and SD 21 . These single feature discrimination ability metrics aim to measure a single feature's discrimination ability, for example, to find a hyperplane in a one-dimensional feature space for classification. However, AD is quite different. It aims to measure the discrimination ability of a multi-dimensional space consisted by more than one features. Namely, AD aims to find a hyperplane in a multi-dimensional feature space for classification. Specially, in one-dimensional feature space, the value of AD equals to that of SD for the same feature. Obviously, if there are n features existing in the classification problem, they will bring n different AD values along with the increase of feature importing.
Assuming that the discrimination ability of a feature or a feature space is a predictive symbol for final classification rates, namely, greater discrimination ability refers to lower classification error rates, it is necessary to ensure that pattern datasets should always have the greatest discrimination ability in every feature importing step. Thus according to MMDC, the feature with the largest AD should be selected as the first feature. Then the second feature will be selected. In this selection, it is necessary to make sure that the new feature selected from those remaining features except the first feature have the largest AD in the feature space consisted by itself and the first feature. Further, in the next steps, it is also necessary to guarantee that the newly imported feature can make the growing feature space have the largest AD with all previously imported features. In this way, feature ordering with the largest AD all the time can guarantee that different classes can be separated in the easiest way. Therefore, with the aim for optimum classification results, each intermediate step will produce an optimal feature with the greatest discrimination ability for each round of feature importing. Obviously, after all features are imported, the resulting feature ordering will have the largest sum or mean of accumulative feature discrimination ability calculated in each step of the process. Here, AD and MMDC are employed to obtain the optimum feature ordering can be given with maximum discrimination ability mean by (1) where is the feature subset of during the feature importing process. The mean with a greater value indicates that the corresponding feature ordering has greater discrimination ability than the others. Hence, MMDC is able to select the optimum feature ordering.
In Eq.
(1), AD is the ratio in d-feature space between the multi-dimensional standard deviation of all class centers and the sum of all multi-dimensional standard deviations of all patterns in each class.
If
is the pool of input features, , when the d
where is the centroid of vector with patterns belonging to j.
Therefore, the results of Eq. (2) are calculated on the run when new features are gradually imported into training. To obtain better classification results, it is necessary to ensure the result of Eq. (2) is the maximum in every step of feature importing. Here, std denotes the standard deviation in multi-dimensional space, which is derived by the standard deviation and Euclidean norm.
Let x be the vector for standard deviation calculation, the standard deviation of x is (3) where the vector , x k is the value of k th pattern, and r is the total number of patterns. Obviously, in Eq. (3), the component is a distance between k th pattern and its mean. Thus, let dist replace this part, then Eq.(4) can be re-written as: (4) where denotes the distance of k th pattern in x and its mean . If is the Euclidean norm of ddimensional feature space, Eq.(4) can be given in a high-dimensional style by: (5) where is the centroid of x, and (6) Here d is the total number of features imported so far. Therefore, to calculate the standard deviation of r patterns in two dimensions, Eq.(5) can be written as (7) and for a tri-dimensional space, the equation is 
Grouped Feature Ordering
In previous batch training studies, interference among features is regarded as one of the main reasons of high error rates. It is very difficult to reduce error rates in pattern recognition. Ang et al. employed input space partitioning to get rid of the interference among input features 10, 14 , which showed that assembling features with less interference in one group can decrease pattern recognition error rates. Similarly, IAL gradually and individually trains features one after another according to the feature ordering, which also can be treated as a feature separating process in training. Thus both feature ordering and feature grouping are able to reduce interference and produce lower error rates. Hence if feature ordering and feature grouping are employed together, it is likely to produce better results than each individual approach.
In this research, feature grouping is carried out together with feature ordering, in order to simplify the calculation. In previous research, feature grouping depends on calculating all feature's single and pairwise contribution, which is too complex and time-consuming to handle for large-scale problems. In the integrated process of feature grouping and ordering, all feature's contributions are not detected in pairs. Based on the obtained ordering, only features in the neighboring place will be considered whether it is necessary to be put in one group and be trained by batch in this group. It is manifest that such a process is much more efficient. The steps of Grouped Feature Ordering process is show as follows with Figure 2 .
Step 1: Feature Ordering based on training dataset is calculated according to MMDC and AD.
Step 2: Training dataset is employed, and features are introduced into the predictive systems one by one. Training error rates of each importing step are obtained.
Step 3: Training Repetition. If the error rate derived by the later step is equal to or greater than that in the previous step, then the later one should be grouped with the previous features, and they will be trained again in one batch for the prediction; otherwise, the later one should be solely imported and trained again.
Step 4: Validation and Testing.
Fig.2. Whole Process of Grouped Feature Ordering
Benchmarks
The proposed IAL method with Grouped Feature Ordering using ITID was tested on six benchmarks from UCI machine learning datasets. They are Diabetes, Glass, Thyroid, Ionosphere, Musk1, and Semeion. All these six datasets are classification problems. In these experiments, all the patterns were randomly divided into three groups: training set (50%), validation set (25%) and testing set (25%). Especially, the training data were firstly used to rank feature ordering and sort with groups based on AD in the first place as a preprocessing task. After that, ILIA2 was employed for classification according to this feature ordering in the following steps.
Furthermore, to evaluate the performance, results are compared with those derived by AD feature ordering, contribution-based ordering, original orderings, and conventional batch training. Different from the first three approaches which are based on IAL, the last approach employed neural networks and trained all the features in one batch. More specifically, the first approach employed the feature ordering method based on AD to sort features according to their discrimination ability in descending order, and then it was trained by ITID. The second approach also trained by ITID after it sorted all features by their single classification contributions which were derived by each single training and testing before the formal training. The third approach did not sort features, it trains all features directly based on IAL, while the last approach was not an IAL approach, which was a traditional neural network training approach. Figure 3 shows error rates derived in each step of training for Diabetes. In the testing, if the error rate derived by the later step is equal to or greater than that in the previous step, then the later imported feature should be grouped with the previous features, and they will be trained again in one batch for the prediction; otherwise, the later imported feature should be solely introduced into the predictive system and trained again. Table 1 presents the classification error rates of different experiments using Diabetes dataset and the improvement percentages versus the conventional batch-training method. It is manifest that the approach using grouped feature ordering derived by AD achieved the best result with the lowest classification error as well as the IAL approach with the contribution-based feature ordering. Other approaches are not as good as these two approaches, and the conventional batchtraining approach exhibited the worst performance.
Diabetes
Glass
In the benchmark of Glass, Figure 4 shows error rates derived in each step of training of Glass according to AD feature ordering. Features which got higher error rates than its previous features were trained together with the previous one in one group. The grouped feature ordering and its classification results are shown in Table  2 . According to this table, the approach with grouped feature ordering based on AD and the approach using AD feature ordering without groups obtained the same lowest error rates (29.24530%). Classification results of other approaches are much worse than those derived from the AD-based approaches.
Fig.4. Error Rates in Training Repetition of Glass
Thyroid
The performance of Thyroid in training repetition is shown in Figure 5 , where four feature groups were obtained at last. They were trained with other single features according to AD feature ordering. The results of classification are shown in Table 3 . Two AD-based feature ordering approaches outperformed others with the lowest error rate of 1.21667%. Figure 6 and Table 4 present the process and results of Ionosphere. In these experiments, compared with the conventional batch-training approach, the approach with feature partitions based on AD feature ordering got the greatest improvement, where the error rate is 4.88636%.
Fig.6. Error Rates in Training Repetition of Ionosphere
Musk1
Musk 1 is the first Musk dataset in UCI benchmarks. The error rates derived in training repetition are shown in Figure 7 . Table 5 illustrates the final classification results derived by different approaches, where the proposed feature grouped AD feature ordering approach outperformed other approaches, and obtained the lowest classification error rate in 22.2689%. Table 5 . 
Fig.7. Error Rates in Training Repetition of Musk1
Semeion
In the experiment of Semeion, Figure 8 shows the error rates of each training step based on AD feature ordering. Similar to previous experiments, features were partitioned into several groups. Classification results presented in Table 6 interpret that the approach with grouped AD feature ordering exhibited the best performance, where the classification error rate is 12.5%. In addition, classification error rate derived by conventional batch-training approach is 13.32915%, which is the worst one. 
Statistical Significance Testing
In this part, the Wilcoxon signed-rank test is adopted to assess whether the method of grouped ordering based on AD is better than the other four methods over the tested six datasets. The Wilcoxon signed-rand test is a nonparametric pairwise comparison test with the assumption that the distribution of the difference scores is symmetric about the median. 28 The lower-sided Wilcoxon test is performed with the null hypothesis that the median of the difference scores of the compared two variables is equal to zero, while the alternative hypothesis that the median is less than zero, where the 
Analysis
According to Tables 1-7 derived by these two methods in Musk1 performed worse than that obtained by conventional batch training approach. Nonetheless, the improvement brought by the approach with original feature ordering is minor. Take Diabetes as an example, it only improve 0.54% in final classification error totally. Therefore, the proposed Grouped Feature Ordering approach is not only feasible for pattern classification improvement, but also stable in the performance. Such an approach also indicates that feature grouping with ordering is an efficient way to reduce interference among features, which is beneficial to enhance the accuracy of pattern classification. 
